


Enter the Mojicon!

The Mojicons
are the 

emoticons that 
populate our 

emails and texts. 



Sadly, this zany 
bunch of condensed 
emotions is clueless 
about how the Web 

works!

The Mojicons must embark
on an awe-inspiring and 
dangerous quest to restore 
their system. Trouble is,
they don’t know what
their ‘system’ actually is!

When a mysterious digital 
villain steals the @ symbol, all 
electronic correspondence 
grinds to a halt.

Many a jaw will drop on 
both sides of the screen as 
the Internet reveals its 
secrets to both the Mojicons 
and the kids watching their 
crazy adventures.

Synopsis



Format

Audience: 5-9 y.o.
Episodes: 52 x 11’
(also available as 2 x 85’)

Full CGI
Delivered



The Cast



Moji
Moji is the most 
popular guy in the 
Mojicon village.

His grandpa was the 
prehistoric Web icon, 
and Moji is desperate 
to live up to the fame 
of his family.

Moji’s looking for 
heroics often gets 
him and his friends 
into major trouble.



Fringe
Fringe is naïve girl-
next-door. 

While Moji looks for 
trouble, trouble finds 
Fringe itself. Like she 
has recently seen an 
UFO. But nobody 
believed her, which 
makes Fringe boil!

Then again she never 
sits around in a pout 
for too long. 



Brainpot
He is really smart, 
but not a nerd. 
Brainpot would have 
easily invented 
everything, if only 
everything hasn’t 
been already 
invented.

And he is smart 
enough to know in 
advance that Moji’s 
antics will cost them 
both dearly.



Athos
Athos is the 
embodiment of the 
“@” sign.

No email can leave or 
arrive without this 
little puppy.

He bravely guards 
the mailbox of the 
Mojicons’ village, 
until the day he goes 
missing…



MYDOOM

Hidden File Mr. Disconnect Antivirus Trooper

Fido RulerVirus

Gangster Meme Puss

Comma

Buttons



The Mojicons
Universe



Email send / receive towers



Disco!



Traffic police



Fringe’s place



Carnival



Antivirus check-point



Moji’s condo



Moji-vehicles





The Mojicons village



The Museum



The Theater



The studio & authors



The Mojicons TV series is produced at Kolobanga studio, build 
from scratch in Orsk (Russia) in 2013. Complete with its own 
production facilities and an animators school, the studio 
employs Cinema 4D by Maxon as the technology base.

The Mojicons were created by Ivan Mantsurov, a fire engine 
driver (!), who lives in the gas-drilling town of Nadym in the 
deep North of Russia (65°32′N 72°31′E).

Since 2004 Mojicons have spread all over the world, as this 
graphic set was picked by then-AOL’s messaging service ICQ 
(www.icq.com).

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Nadym&params=65_32_N_72_31_E_region:RU-YAN_type:city(46,611)
http://www.icq.com/
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